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2010 Real Estate Analysis –Cluj county, Romania 

Section 1. National Policies and general descriptions of real estate market 

 

Economic crisis, with its components has implication in the real estate market and is marked in 2010 

by the economic measures of the executive and the reactions of those targeted. Measures taken 

mainly aimed at reducing spending in public sectors generated effects in different segments which 

generate a market reaction and contradictory,  responses were seen by observers as an erratic 

movement of the Romanian economy without a clearly defined signal. 

One such example is the  interest rate policy of the National Bank which has been defined by a 

continuous reduction in the first half of the year, with target in stimulating growth of investment in 

economy. This policy of interest rates correlated with a reasoned policy of keeping a currency that 

does not discourage exports, but also keeping the inflation target, was annihilated by the 

government who had increased VAT by 5 percentage points. 

Although the financial policy of the central bank has embarked on a pragmatic strategy and correct 

goals in short, medium and long term, the executive measures dictated by political developments, 

the IMF agreement, was framed as conflicting signals collected by major international ratings 

estimators. Thus, although these measures are popular in financial circles and approved 

unanimously by EU chancelleries, policies to reduce spending by restructuring the number of 

employees in public sector, a non-preferential tax system, preparing and implementing a reasonable 

and equitable pay scales in the budgetary system, increase the retirement age in the context of 

active aging population both at national and European level, were in contradiction with the cabinet 

decision who pays from loans, the pensions and salaries and which in fact creates a perpetual debt. 

In external political circles and media also these measures were not only perceived as punctual and 

circumstantial measures devoid of any strategic vision,but in internal level the domestic political and 

social environment has responded, in the same way in different countries, at similar measures. 

The effects of the financial plan, have affected the real estate market. Thus, the reduced liquidity 

due to lower consumption (NBR approved, but not by all analysts), linked by an growing exchange 

course led up to encourage exporters, and the effect was a trade deficit reduction. 

Reductions in the wages of the budget sector by 25% (with noticeable effect in the fourth quarter), 

the intervention on the amount of pensions, increased VAT, were able to decrease liquidities for 

consumption, which did not materialize in the plane of the strictly requirements products 

acquisitions (example: food, detergents, drugs) but in the quality of the consumption (living 

standards) and services, and also in consumption products of medium and long use 

This marked the evolution of economic and real estate market by investing contradictory, but 

explainable in present economic circumstances. For some investors the housing crisis is beginning a 

new journey and a business opportunity defined in rational terms, based on European average 

fructification. 

At national level, the evolution in residential real estate segment was based on the government 

program named "the first house". Transactions are included in the overall pattern of lack of liquidity 
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and stopping adventurous investment and also stop financing in this segment motivated on the 

missing clients on real estate market.  

In areas of active real estate market, real estate index follows economic events, the unnatural 

declines of values is related to location and building characteristics (features and infrastructure), 

rather than analysts' forecasts. Market rents in the residential segment, has suffered further declines 

mainly due to exchange rate and reduction measures in the public sector employees, but the 

decrease was not uniform, it is differentiated from the constant demand for certain areas. 

Built-up land values are in lack of investors in residential projects, still going down in a dangerous 

area, also this can affect buildings values. Agricultural land based on small lots merging and 

continuing consolidation process in order to build a judicious use and consistent economic activity 

which eventually could be able to access development funds provided by agricultural ministry and 

European programs.  

Market office buildings is divided into dedicated buldings and those with mixed functions and is 

constantly changing, which came amid moving, restructuring of companies due economic 

turbulences . Although there are signs of reducing rents in this segment, multinational firms open 

new service divisions occupying such buildings amid the economic revival in the Western countries.  

There is also a growing interest in this sector due to private sector growth in the medical field, with 

continuous expanding at this time. However, the vacancy rate is increasing due to the fact that the 

commissioning of new facilities found no economic environment conducive in contracting of these 

spaces. 

Regarding the commercial spaces (retail)there are no exceptions, often forced sale or transfer of 

businesses affected by insolvency (Tiago Oradea, also in Bucharest or Constanta we found such 

examples), and many projects were abandoned.  On the other hand, expanding areas such as sectors 

DIY, logistics, etc. are areas where large scale firms have plans to continue investment (Dedeman, 

Baumax, Kaufland, Lidl, etc). Rents in this sector are also going down in the context that, in the lack 

of liquidities are emphasized of a lower interest in the field of textile, shoes products and  this 

marked the merchants, and owners or operators of large chains of retail stores and also stores with 

local or regional brands. 

Industrial Property has been marked by economical crisis and now is in a refreshing period, mainly 

due to orders from the external economies less affected. Although there are no new major 

investments, there are in use enough industrial spaces originated from an intensive industrialization 

of the 80s. Thus, although there are companies who have reduced activity, other had been relocated 

to areas with more facilities, there are segments of new investment through technology transfer 

who  stimulate real estate sector of industrial use. Unfortunately, stimulating industrial production 

cannot be sustained in the absence of roads and railways infrastructure modernization. Rents in this 

sector have remained the same spectrum, noticing areas of investment stagnation in economy and 

also in the infrastructure. 

The document is continued by Section 2 – Cluj –local policies and real estate enviroment 
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